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We measure the cross-correlation between REDMAGIC galaxies selected from the Dark Energy Survey
(DES) year 1 data and gravitational lensing of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) reconstructed
from South Pole Telescope (SPT) and Planck data over 1289 deg2. When combining measurements across
multiple galaxy redshift bins spanning the redshift range of 0.15 < z < 0.90, we reject the hypothesis of no
correlation at 19.9σ significance. When removing small-scale data points where thermal Sunyaev-
Zel’dovich signal and nonlinear galaxy bias could potentially bias our results, the detection significance is
reduced to 9.9σ. We perform a joint analysis of galaxy-CMB lensing cross-correlations and galaxy
clustering to constrain cosmology, finding Ωm ¼ 0.276þ0.029−0.030 and S8 ¼ σ8
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ωm=0.3
p ¼ 0.800þ0.090−0.094 . We
also perform two alternate analyses aimed at constraining only the growth rate of cosmic structure as a
function of redshift, finding consistency with predictions from the concordance ΛCDM model. The
measurements presented here are part of a joint cosmological analysis that combines galaxy clustering,
galaxy lensing and CMB lensing using data from DES, SPT and Planck.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.100.043501
I. INTRODUCTION
The cosmic microwave background (CMB) is one of the
fundamental cosmological observables. Measurements of
primary anisotropies in the CMB, sourced by fluctuations
in the photon-baryon fluid at the time of recombination,
have been used to place tight constraints on the physical
properties of the Universe, most recently by the Planck
satellite mission [1].
In addition to the information contained in the primary
CMB anisotropy, there is also a wealth of information
in secondary anisotropies resulting from perturbations
to CMB light after the time of recombination [2].
A particularly interesting source of secondary anisotropy
is gravitational lensing, which causes the paths of
photons from the last-scattering surface to be perturbed
by the matter in the Universe (see the review by [3]).
These deflections, on the order of a few arcminutes [4],
alter the CMB primary anisotropies by redistributing
power across different angular scales and producing a
non-Gaussian component to the primordial distribution of
temperature anisotropies. Measurement of this non-
Gaussian structure can be used to infer the total amount
of deflection that has occurred in a given direction [5,6].
High signal-to-noise measurements of CMB lensing have
been obtained by several collaborations, including the
Atacama Cosmology Telescope [7,8], Planck [9–11],
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POLARBEAR [12], and the South Pole Telescope (SPT)
[13–15].
The reconstructed CMB lensing signal is an integral of
all deflections sourced by the large-scale structure between
the last-scattering surface and us. Due to this projection, we
cannot directly measure the evolution of structure along the
line of sight by analyzing the lensing signal alone.
However, the signal from CMB lensing can be cross-
correlated with tracers of the matter distribution, such as
galaxy catalogs with known redshifts. This allows us to
measure the growth of structure in the Universe across
cosmic time.
Galaxy density-CMB lensing cross-correlations have
been detected by several groups, using a variety of datasets.
The first significant detection was reported by [16] corre-
lating WMAP data with radio galaxies from NRAO VLA
Sky Survey [17], which was later combined with other
galaxy catalogs by [18]. Other recent galaxy-CMB lensing
cross-correlation measurements include the cross-correla-
tion with quasars [19–22], with optical, IR and radio
galaxies [23–32], the cosmic infrared background [33–36],
galaxy clusters [37,38], and many others. The first tomo-
graphic cross-correlation analysis using multiple redshift
bins from a single galaxy survey was carried out by [39]
(hereafter G16) using CMB lensing data from SPT and
Planck and the Dark Energy Survey (DES) Science
Verification (SV) galaxies.
In this work, we update the results of G16 by measuring
the cross-correlations between galaxy density from the
DES Year 1 (Y1) data and a CMB lensing reconstruction
using a combination of SPT and Planck data in the SPT-SZ
survey area.1 The total area used in this work is nearly a
factor of 10 larger than in G16. We find a highly significant
detection of the correlation between galaxy density and
CMB lensing. We subject the correlation function mea-
surements and corresponding covariance estimates to
several tests for systematic effects, finding that biases
due to these systematic effects are negligible over the
range of angular scales used for the main analysis.
We use the measured galaxy-CMB lensing cross-
correlations to extract cosmological information in several
ways. First, assuming a fiducial cosmological model based
on the results of [41], we measure the amplitude of our
measurement relative to this model. The amplitude we
obtain from this procedure can be directly compared with
similar constraints obtained in previous studies. Second, we
infer the linear growth function over the redshift ranges that
DES is sensitive to and compare that with the baseline
ΛCDMmodel predictions derived from CMB observations.
Two different approaches are used: (i) the DG estimator
introduced in G16 and (ii) a method that allows us to
marginalize over galaxy bias parameters and parameters
associated with systematic measurement errors. Finally, we
fix the lensing amplitude and growth-rate parameters to
their ΛCDM values and simultaneously estimate cosmo-
logical and systematics parameters.
In some of these analyses, we perform joint fits to both
the galaxy-CMB lensing cross-correlations and galaxy
clustering measurements in order to break degeneracies
with galaxy bias.
The measurements presented in this study are part of the
joint analysis which also involves galaxy clustering,
galaxy-galaxy lensing and cosmic shear measurements
presented in [42] and also galaxy weak lensing-CMB weak
lensing correlation presented in [43]. The methods that will
be used to combine these datasets are described in [44], and
the results are presented in [45].
This paper is structured as follows. We first review in
Sec. II the theoretical foundations of CMB lensing and
galaxy clustering; we then describe the DES, SPT and
Planck data we use in Sec. III, and the analysis methods we
follow in Sec. IV. The tests for possible systematics are
described in Sec. V, and the main results of this paper,
together with their cosmological implications, are pre-
sented in Sec. VI. We finally conclude in Sec. VII.
II. THEORY
From the CMB lensing convergence κCMB and galaxy
overdensity δg fields, one can construct the auto- and cross-
angular power spectra, which can be written as a function of
multipole l using the Limber approximation2 as
Cδ
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gδ
i
gðlÞ¼
Z
dχ
qδigð
lþ1
2
χ ;χÞqδigð
lþ1
2
χ ;χÞ
χ2
PNL
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χ
;zðχÞ
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where χ is the comoving distance to redshift z, PNLðk; zÞ is
the nonlinear matter power spectrum, and the galaxy and
CMB lensing kernels are, respectively,
qδigðk; χÞ ¼ bigðk; zðχÞÞ
nigðzðχÞÞ
n¯ig
dz
dχ
; ð3Þ
qκCMBðχÞ ¼
3H20Ωm
2c2
χ
aðχÞ
χ − χ
χ
: ð4Þ
1G16 cross-correlated galaxies with CMB lensing maps from
SPT and Planck separately, whereas in this study, a lensing map
derived from a combined temperature map presented in [40] is
used.
2See [46] for a discussion regarding the validity of the Limber
approximation in the DES multiprobe framework.
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Here bigðk; zÞ is the galaxy bias, nigðzÞ is the redshift
distribution of the ith galaxy sample with total density
n¯ig, a is the cosmological scale factor, and χ is the
comoving distance to the horizon. We adopt a linear galaxy
bias model (i.e., constant value for all values of k) with a
single galaxy bias bi parameter for each galaxy redshift bin.
Following [44,46], we restrict the analysis to angular scales
over which the linear bias approximation is accurate.
In order to be consistent with the filtering that has been
applied to the CMB lensing maps (see Sec. III B), we
multiply CδgκCMBðlÞ by the filter function FðlÞ, given by
FðlÞ¼

expð−lðlþ1Þ=l2beamÞ; for 30<l<3000;
0; otherwise;
ð5Þ
where lbeam ≡
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
16 ln 2
p
=θFWHM and θFWHM ¼ 5.40. The
Gaussian filtering is equivalent to convolving the CMB
lensing maps with a Gaussian beam of full width at half
maximum θFWHM.
The harmonic-space expression above can be rewritten
in position space by applying a Legendre transformation,
yielding the two-point correlation functions between two
fields a and b:
wabðθÞ ¼
X∞
l¼0

2lþ 1
4π

Plðcos θÞCabðlÞFðlÞ; ð6Þ
where a; b ∈ fδig; κCMBg, Pl are the Legendre polynomials,
and the summation can be truncated to lmax ∼ 104 for the
angular scales of interest.
Following [44,46], we model potential biases in the
estimation of the galaxy redshift distributions using a single
additive bias parameter for each galaxy redshift bin. The
galaxy nðzÞ is modified via
nig;unbiasedðzÞ ¼ nigðz − Δiz;gÞ; ð7Þ
where Δiz;g is the bias parameter. The biased nigðzÞ is then
propagated to the CδgκCMBðlÞ as described above.
We calculate the power spectrum using the Boltzmann
code CAMB3 [48,49] with the Halofit extension to nonlinear
scales [50,51] and the [52] neutrino extension.
III. DATA
A. Galaxy samples
Our analysis relies on data from first-year DES obser-
vations, which were taken between August 2013 and
February 2014. The photometry and production of the
science-grade “gold” catalog are described in [53]. The
total footprint of Y1 observations with an exposure time
> 90 s per filter and a valid photometric calibration covers
more than 1800 deg2, which is reduced to ∼1500 deg2
after masking for bright stars and other poor-quality
regions, including the Large Magellanic Cloud.
For the galaxy sample in this work, we use the lens
galaxy catalog from [42]. The large-scale clustering proper-
ties of these galaxies are described in detail in [54]. This
galaxy catalog was generated using the REDMAGIC algo-
rithm [55], which is designed to find red-sequence galaxies
in photometric data. The resulting galaxy sample has a
photometric redshift uncertainty of σz=ð1þ zÞ ≤ 2%, over
the entire redshift range 0.15 < z < 0.90 used in this
analysis. We split this into five tomographic bins of width
Δz ¼ 0.15, as shown in Table I.
REDMAGIC produces luminosity-thresholded samples of
constant comoving densities to avoid density variations that
may lead to biases in clustering analyses. Therefore, setting
the luminosity threshold high leads to a sample with lower
overall output number density. Following [54], we use three
different luminosity cuts (L > 0.5L, L > 1.0L, and
L > 1.5L); using a lower luminosity threshold for the
three low redshift bins allows for a higher number density
in these redshift bins while the two higher redshift bins
require a higher luminosity cut to produce a sample with
uniform density across the footprint.
We estimate the redshift distributions of our galaxy
samples by assuming a Gaussian redshift probability
distribution function (PDF) for each object given the
best-fit values for the redshift and associated error produced
by the REDMAGIC algorithm. We then obtain an overall
estimate of the nigðzÞ of the samples by stacking these
Gaussian probability distribution functions. We show the
derived redshift distributions in Fig. 1, from which it can be
seen that the number of galaxies increases with redshift at
low redshift because of the increasing volume and
decreases thereafter due to the brighter luminosity cuts
imposed.
As done in [54], the galaxy mask is constructed from the
REDMAGIC galaxy catalog over the SPT contiguous region
by excluding areas outside the survey footprint, bad-quality
regions, and pixels with an observed coverage fraction
smaller than 80%. For the pixels with coverage fraction
above this threshold, we assign to each mask pixel i its
coverage fraction fi and use this value as a weight in the
TABLE I. Summary statistics of the DES red-sequence galaxy
samples (REDMAGIC) used throughout this paper. The effective
sky area covered by these samples is 1289 deg2.
Luminosity Redshift range n¯ig
L > 0.5L 0.15–0.30 61 913
0.30–0.45 158 616
0.45–0.60 234 204
L > 1.0L 0.60–0.75 139 707
L > 1.5L 0.75–0.90 41 270
Total 0.15–0.90 635 710
3See Ref. [47].
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clustering measurements that follow. In order to ensure the
uniformity of the galaxy samples, we only use the fraction
of the sky where the L ¼ 0.5ð1.0; 1.5ÞL galaxy sample is
complete up to z ¼ 0.6ð0.75; 0.90Þ. We multiply this mask
with the κCMB mask, which results in a combined mask with
an effective area of 1289 deg2.
B. CMB lensing maps
The CMB weak lensing map used in this analysis is
described by [15], and we give a brief description here. The
lensing map is derived from an inverse variance weighted
combination of SPT 150 GHz and Planck 143 GHz
temperature data over the SPT-SZ survey region (20h to
7h in right ascension and from −65° to −40° in declination;
see, e.g., [56]).
Modes in this combined temperature map with l < 100
and l > 3000 are removed to avoid foreground contami-
nation. Point sources in the flux density range 50 < F150 <
500 mJy (F150> 500mJy) in the 150 GHz band are masked
with an aperture of radius 60 (90), while sources in the flux
density range 6.4 < F150 < 50 mJy are inpainted—the
objects are masked and filled in with fluctuations similar
to the CMB plus noise. Clusters from the SPT-detected
sample of [57] with detection significance S=N > 6 are also
masked with an aperture of r ¼ 50. The quadratic estimator
technique [5] is then applied to the combined temperature
map to reconstruct a filtered lensing map. Simulations are
then used to debias and renormalize the amplitude of the
lensing map. In constructing the lensing map, we use the
lensing multipole range of 30 < l < 3000 and apply a
Gaussian smoothing of θFWHM ¼ 5.40 to the map. The low-
pass filter is applied to suppress foreground contamination,
while the high-pass filter is applied to remove modes we
measure poorly in the data.When calculating the correlation
functions, we apply an additional stricter mask that removes
all the clusters with detection significance> 5 listed in [57]
and DES REDMAPPER clusters with richness λ > 80 as well
as point sources with flux density range 6.4 < F150 <
50 mJy (which were inpainted prior to the reconstruction),
in addition to that mask that was applied prior to the lensing
reconstruction step.
By masking massive clusters in the CMB lensing map, we
remove regions of high contamination by the thermal
Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect (tSZ) [58]. However, we also
induce a secondary bias due to masking regions of high
lensing convergence. It was shown in [44] that this secondary
bias is small compared to other systematic effects such as tSZ.
IV. METHODS
We measure the clustering of the galaxies and their
correlations with the CMB lensing maps in position space.
Note that we take an approach slightly different from G16
here, and no smoothing is applied to the galaxy density
maps. This smoothing only needs to be applied to the CMB
lensing map in order to cut off the high level of noise that
would otherwise leak from the high multipoles down to
larger scales when transforming from harmonic to position
space. The same smoothing was applied also to the galaxy
overdensity maps in G16 for consistency, but this had the
unwanted consequence of then spreading the shot-noise
contribution (which in position space is normally confined
to the zero-separation bin) out to larger angular separations,
thus requiring a more complex modeling (see Appendix B
of G16).
A. Correlation function
We measure both the autocorrelation of the galaxy
density field and the cross-correlation between galaxies
and κCMB. The former is calculated using the Landy-Szalay
estimator [59]:
wδgδgðθαÞ ¼
DDðθαÞ − 2DRðθαÞ þ RRðθαÞ
RRðθαÞ
; ð8Þ
with
DDðθαÞ ¼
1
NDDθα
XNgal
i¼1
XNgal
j¼1
ηDi η
D
j Θαðθˆi − θˆjÞ; ð9Þ
DRðθαÞ ¼
1
NDRθα
XNgal
i¼1
XNrand
j¼1
ηDi η
R
j Θαðθˆi − θˆjÞ; ð10Þ
0.15 z 0.30
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0.60 z 0.75
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q CMB
FIG. 1. Estimated redshift distribution of the REDMAGIC
sample for the five tomographic bins used in this analysis. These
are obtained by stacking Gaussian PDFs with mean equal to the
REDMAGIC redshift prediction and standard deviation equal to
the resulting redshift error. Each distribution is normalized to give
the total number of galaxies in each bin. The CMB lensing
efficiency qκCMB is shown in black for comparison.
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RRðθαÞ ¼
1
NRRθα
XNrand
i¼1
XNrand
j¼1
ηRi η
R
jΘαðθˆi − θˆjÞ; ð11Þ
where ηD are the weights for the individual galaxies
determined from cross-correlation with systematic maps
(for randoms ηR ¼ 1, see [54] for further details),Nθ are the
total number of pairs of a given type [data-data (DD), data-
random (DR), random-random (RR)] in a given angular bin
θα, andΘαðθˆi − θˆjÞ is 1 if a pair lies at an angular distance θ
within the angular bin α and 0 otherwise. Random galaxies
are generated uniformly over the union of the galaxy and
κCMB masks and are included in the random catalog with
probabilities matching the weight fi at the pixel which the
random galaxies fall onto.4
For the correlation function between a galaxy catalog
and a pixellated map such as the CMB lensing convergence
map, the correlation function is calculated using
wδgκCMBðθαÞ ¼ DκCMBðθαÞ − RκCMBðθαÞ; ð12Þ
with
DκCMBðθαÞ ¼
1
NDκCMBθα
XNgal
i¼1
XNpix
j¼1
ηDi η
κCMB
j κCMB;jΘαðθˆi − θˆjÞ;
ð13Þ
RκCMBðθαÞ ¼
1
NRκCMBθα
XNrand
i¼1
XNpix
j¼1
ηRi η
κCMB
j κCMB;jΘαðθˆi − θˆjÞ;
ð14Þ
where ηκCMBj is the value of the mask and κCMB;j is the value
of convergence at the jth pixel.5 In measuring the auto-
correlation of galaxy density, we use 20 bins equally spaced
in logarithm between 2.50 < θ < 2500; these angular bins
are consistent with those of [54]. For wδgκCMBðθÞ, we use ten
equally log-spaced angular bins over the same angular
range due to the higher noise levels of this measurement.
The measurements in both cases are carried out using the
TREECORR package [60].
Unlike G16, we do not perform a harmonic analysis in
this paper since the other DES-Y1 two-point analyses are
all conducted in position space, and our goal is to combine
our measurements with those. We note that CðlÞ estimators
allow one to get a complementary understanding of
systematics to those affecting the position-space estimators
and are expected to yield consistent results in terms of
significance of the cross-correlation signal and correspond-
ing cosmological implications (as discussed in detail
in G16).
B. Angular scale cuts
Our model for the correlation functions ignores several
potential complications, such as the effects of tSZ bias in
the CMB lensing map, the effects of nonlinear galaxy bias,
and the effects of baryons on the matter power spectrum. In
order to minimize biases to the inferred cosmological
parameters in our analysis, we remove measurements at
angular scales that we expect to be significantly impacted
by these effects.
The choices of these angular scale cuts employed here
were motivated for the analyses of wδgδgðθÞ and wδgκCMBðθÞ
in [44,46]. The scale cuts were determined by introducing
unmodeled effects into simulated data vectors and perform-
ing simulated likelihood analyses to infer parameter
biases. The scale cuts ultimately chosen in [44,46] were
determined based on the joint analysis of two-point func-
tions between the galaxy density, galaxy lensing and CMB
lensing. Since the analysis of a single correlation function—
such aswδgκCMBðθÞ—will necessarily be less constraining, by
adopting these scale cuts in this analysis we are being
conservative. It was shown in [44] that with these scale cuts,
the bias on the cosmological parameter constraints will be
less than 0.4σ, where σ represents the statistical uncertainty
on the parameters.
The scale cut choices motivated by [44,46] result in
removing from the galaxy-CMB lensing cross-correlation
angular scales that are smaller than
θ
δgκCMB
min ¼ ½150; 250; 250; 150; 150 ð15Þ
for the five redshift bins. The corresponding scale cuts for
the galaxy autocorrelations are [54]
θ
δgδg
min ¼ ½450; 250; 250; 150; 150: ð16Þ
C. Covariance matrix
It was shown by G16 that several covariance matrix
estimators (including a Gaussian analytic covariance in
harmonic space) yield consistent results for the galaxy-
CMB lensing correlation. Based on this comparison and the
analysis of [46], we decided to use an analytic covariance
estimate described in [46], but extended to include CMB
lensing cross-correlations as described by [44]. Briefly, this
estimator is a sum of Gaussian covariance and non-
Gaussian terms based on a halo-model approach (which
includes the trispectrum term and the supersample covari-
ance). We additionally modify the term of this covariance
that involves correlations between κCMB noise and δg noise,
4Here, we only consider the weights coming from the galaxy
mask, although both the galaxy and κCMB masks are used to
determine the valid pixels.
5Here, we only consider the weights coming from the κCMB
mask, although both the galaxy and κCMB masks are used to
determine the valid pixels.
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to take into account the survey geometry. This is done by
replacing the analytic noise-noise covariance (which is
calculated based on the galaxy number density and survey
area only) with the covariance calculated from correlating
Gaussian realizations of the κCMB map and the galaxy
random catalog using the survey mask. This correction
increases the diagonal elements of the analytic covariance
by ∼10% for wδgκCMBðθÞ. We compare this theoretical
covariance estimate to a data-based jackknife estimate of
the covariance in the Appendix.
D. Parameter constraints
The cross-correlation between galaxy density and the
CMB convergence map contains cosmological informa-
tion. To extract this information, we assume that the
likelihood of the measured data vector d⃗ given a model
m⃗ is Gaussian:
lnLðd⃗jm⃗ðp⃗ÞÞ ¼ − 1
2
XN
ij
ðdi −miðp⃗ÞÞC−1ij ðdj −mjðp⃗ÞÞ;
ð17Þ
where N is the number of points in the data and model
vectors. The posteriors on the model parameters are
given by
Pðm⃗ðp⃗Þjd⃗Þ ∝ Lðd⃗jm⃗ðp⃗ÞÞPpriorðp⃗Þ; ð18Þ
where Ppriorðp⃗Þ is the prior on the model parameters.
1. Galaxy bias and lensing amplitude constraints
Assuming the cosmological model is tightly constrained,
joint measurement of wδgκCMBðθÞ and wδgδgðθÞ allows us to
simultaneously constrain galaxy bias b and an overall
multiplicative bias in the κCMB map, which we call Aκ.
This is possible because the amplitude of the galaxy-CMB
lensing cross-correlation scales with bAκ, while the ampli-
tude of the galaxy clustering correlation function scales
with b2.
We consider two scenarios along these lines while fixing
the cosmological model to the fiducial model introduced in
Sec. I. In the first scenario we fix Aκ ¼ 1 and constrain the
galaxy bias in each redshift bin while marginalizing over
the photo-z uncertainties. The second scenario is identical
to the first, but we let Aκ be free. In both cases we adopt the
priors on systematics parameters presented in Table II.
2. Growth function
We use the measured correlation functions to constrain
the cosmological growth function using two different
methods. For both of these methods we assume Aκ ¼ 1.
The first approach is the procedure introduced in G16
(also applied in [62]), which we compute here to compare
with that analysis. For this method, we fix all the cosmo-
logical and nuisance parameters to the fiducial values listed
in Table II. We define the growth-removed auto- and cross-
spectra, indicated with a slashed symbol, via
=CδgδgðlÞ¼
Z
dχ
qiδgð
lþ1
2
χ ;χÞqiδgð
lþ1
2
χ ;χÞ
χ2D2½zðχÞ PNL

lþ 1
2
χ
;zðχÞ

;
ð19Þ
=CδgκCMBðlÞ ¼
Z
dχ
qiδgð
lþ1
2
χ ; χÞqκCMBðχÞ
χ2D2½zðχÞ PNL

lþ 1
2
χ
; zðχÞ

;
ð20Þ
where DðzÞ is the linear growth function. The angular
power spectra are then transformed into wðθÞ using Eq. (6),
TABLE II. The fiducial parameter values and priors for
cosmological and nuisance parameters used in this analysis.
Square brackets denote a flat prior over the indicated range, while
parentheses denote a Gaussian prior of the form N ðμ; σÞ. The
Gaussian priors on photo-z errors are determined by [61]. The
fiducial cosmological parameter values are taken from the [41],
but here we assume three massive neutrinos to stay consistent
with other DES-Y1 analyses. For the photo-z bias, peaks of the
posterior distributions in the DES joint galaxy clustering and
lensing analysis [42] are used as fiducial values.
Parameter Fiducial Prior
Cosmology
Ωm 0.309 [0.1, 0.9]
As=10−9 2.14 [0.5, 5.0]
ns 0.967 [0.87, 1.07]
w −1.0 Fixed
Ωb 0.0486 [0.03, 0.07]
h0 0.677 [0.55, 0.91]
Ωνh2 6.45 × 10−4 [0.0006, 0.01]
ΩK 0 Fixed
τ 0.066 Fixed
Growth amplitude
AD 1.0 [0.1, 4.0]
Lensing amplitude
Aκ 1.0 [0.1, 4]
Galaxy bias
bi 1.45, 1.55, 1.65, 1.8, 2.0 [0.8, 3.0]
Lens photo-z error
Δ1z;g 0.010 (0.008, 0.007)
Δ2z;g −0.004 ð−0.005; 0.007Þ
Δ3z;g 0.009 (0.006, 0.006)
Δ4z;g 0.001 (0.0, 0.01)
Δ5z;g 0.0 (0.0, 0.01)
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and our growth estimator is given by the ratio between6 the
observed and theoretical slashed correlation functions,
averaged over a range of angular scales ½θminDG ; θmaxDG :
DG ¼
*
w
δgκCMB
observedðθÞ
=w
δgκCMB
theoreticalðθÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
=w
δgδg
theoreticalðθÞ
w
δgδg
observedðθÞ
vuut +
θminDG
<θ<θmaxDG
: ð21Þ
We measure this quantity for the five tomographic bins,
which allows us to measure the evolution of the growth
function in redshift bins [i.e., DGðziÞ]. The advantage of
this estimator is that the measured quantity is independent
of galaxy bias since bias is canceled out by taking the ratio.
Due to the filtering that removes l < 30 in the κCMB map,
the fiducial model w
δgκCMB
theoreticalðθÞ reaches zero near θ ¼ 1000,
so we restrict our measurements to scales θ < θmaxDG ¼ 1000.
For θminDG , we conservatively choose the larger scale between
the auto- and cross-correlation scale cuts of Sec. IV B for
each redshift bin.
In order to test for possible deviations from the baseline
ΛCDM model across the five redshift bins, we assume the
shape of the linear growth function DðzÞ to be fixed by the
fiducial cosmology, and we fit for a redshift-independent
quantity AD such that it minimizes:
χ2¼
X5
ij
ðDobsðziÞ−ADDfidðziÞÞC−1ij ðDobsðzjÞ−ADDfidðzjÞÞ;
ð22Þ
with DobsðziÞ≡DG for this method. We take 50 000
multivariate Gaussian draws from the analytical covariance
matrix to produce simulated wδgδgðθÞ and wδgκCMBðθÞ data
vectors, calculate DðzÞ for each draw, and compute the
covariance matrix Cij over the ensemble of realizations.
The second method for measuring the growth function
consists of simultaneously fitting AD, galaxy bias, and
photo-z bias to the observed auto- and cross-correlations
using aMarkov chainMonteCarlo (MCMC) approach. This
method has an advantage of allowing us to vary over other
systematic effects, such as photo-z errors. For this method,
we fix the cosmological parameters to the fiducial values in
Table II but vary the growth amplitude, galaxy biases and
lens photo-z biases over the priors given in the same table.
3. Cosmological parameter estimation
Finally,weuse themeasurements of bothwδgκCMB andwδgδg
presented in this work to constrain cosmological parameters.
We generate posterior samples using the MULTINEST algo-
rithm [63] as implemented in the COSMOSIS [64] package.
We let the photo-z bias [i.e., lens nðzÞ shift], galaxy bias and
six cosmological parameters (Ωm, As, ns, Ωb, h, Ων) vary
simultaneously, while we fix Aκ ¼ AD ¼ 1. Here, As is the
amplitude of the matter power spectrum, ns is the spectral
index, Ωb is the baryon density, h is the unitless Hubble
constant and Ων is the neutrino density. Priors on these
parameters are summarized in Table II. In this study we will
focus on the constraints onΩm andS8 ≡ σ8
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ωm=0.3
p
, where
σ8 is the rms amplitude of mass fluctuations on 8h−1 Mpc
scale. S8 is defined to be approximately themost constrained
cosmological parameter combination for galaxy weak lens-
ing measurements.
E. Blinding
This analysis was blinded throughout the study using a
combination of various blinding schemes. First, the analy-
sis pipeline was built using FLASK simulations and the
paper was originally written assuming these data vectors.
We then switched to a scheme where we multiplied the
CMB lensing map by an unknown factor in the range
between 0.8 and 1.2 and shifted the cosmological param-
eter constraints that we obtained by an arbitrary number
and removed the axes when generating figures. After the
data passed all systematic checks, the measurements were
repeated using a CMB lensing map without the random
factor applied, and the cosmological parameter constraints
were calculated without shifts.
V. SYSTEMATIC ERROR ANALYSIS
Systematic errors can impact the relationship between
the measured and predicted correlation functions in three
ways: (i) by affecting the observed density of galaxies on
the sky, (ii) by affecting the CMB lensing map, and (iii) by
affecting the inferred redshift distributions of the galaxies.
Systematics affecting the observed density of DES
REDMAGIC galaxies were explored by [54] as part of
the [42] analysis. The main source of systematic error
impacting the CMB lensing map is contamination by the
tSZ effect which has been discussed and modeled in [44].
Systematic errors in the photometric redshift distributions
of REDMAGIC galaxies were explored by [61], also as part
of the [42] analysis. Below, we draw heavily from these
companion papers to constrain the systematic contamina-
tion of the measured correlation functions.
A. Galaxy density and CMB lensing biases
We first consider systematics impacting galaxy density
and the CMB lensing map. It is useful to divide these
systematics into two categories: those that produce a bias
that is uncorrelated with the true density fluctuations and
those that produce a bias that is correlated with them. For
those systematic biases that are uncorrelated with the true
density fluctuations, in order to generate a bias in wδgκCMB ,
the systematic must contaminate both the galaxy density
and κCMB; if it only impacts one of these observables, its
6This ratio only works in the limit when the redshift slices are
narrow.
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impact on the correlation function should average to zero.
One of the strengths of cross-correlation measurements
such as wδgκCMB is that there are not many systematics that
could contaminate both of the observed fields. However,
there are some potential sources of bias that could do this.
One example is dust, which is one of the foreground
components of the CMB temperature measurements, and
one can expect potential residuals in a single-frequency
temperature map that can then propagate into the CMB
lensing map. Dust also affects the photometry of the
observed galaxies and is correlated with galactic latitude.
This contamination can then induce density fluctuations
through the change of mean density with latitude.
Consequently, dust extinction may contaminate simulta-
neously galaxy density and CMB lensing and could
therefore contaminate measurement of wδgκCMB . In what
follows we will consider dust extinction and stellar density
maps as potential contaminants.
On the other hand, there are some sources of contami-
nation which are correlated with the true density fluctua-
tions. In this case, the contaminant needs not affect both
galaxy density and CMB lensing in order to bias
wδgκCMBðθÞ. At ∼150 GHz (roughly the frequencies of the
SPT and Planck maps used to generate the CMB lensing
map), the tSZ effect results in a decrement in the observed
CMB temperature around clusters. This non-Gaussian
feature gets picked up as a false lensing signal by the
quadratic estimator. Since hot gas is correlated with
galaxies, we expect the tSZ effect to induce a bias in the
measured correlation functions. The cosmic infrared back-
ground (CIB), which is dominated by emission from dusty
star forming galaxies, is another extragalactic foreground
that injects non-Gaussian features in our temperature maps.
While the CIB emission spectrum peaks at a higher
frequency, minor correlations with 150 GHz observations
are expected, which again lead to a false lensing signal.
Since both the CIB and tSZ originate from large-scale
structure, we expect them to introduce biases in κCMB that
are correlated with density fluctuations. Maps for both tSZ
and CIB contamination are built and described in detail by
[44]. That work also identified the tSZ effect as the
dominant source of systematic affecting the cross-correla-
tion measurement between κCMB and δg. While the angular
scale cuts proposed by [44] and restated in Sec. IV B are
chosen to mitigate these biases, they do not remove them
entirely, and the residuals must be quantified.
Of all the systematic effects that could potentially be
present in our maps and catalogs, only the ones which are
correlated with both the observed CMB lensing map and
the galaxy catalog affect our cross-correlation measure-
ments. We can therefore measure the quantity
wκ
obs
CMBSðθÞwδobsg SðθÞ
wSSðθÞ ð23Þ
to quantify the amplitude of the bias (to first order), which
we expect to be zero for systematic maps that are not
correlated with both the CMB lensing map and galaxy
catalogs. However for astrophysical systematic effects such
as tSZ and CIB which could potentially be contaminating
the CMB temperature map, physical correlations with κtrueCMB
FIG. 2. Top two panels: Contributions due to uncorrelated
systematics to the galaxy-CMB lensing cross-correlations, as
described by Eq. (23), in units of the statistical errors on the
observed cross-correlation. Lower two panels: Contributions due
to correlated systematics, given by the cross-correlations between
the κCMB systematics (κtSZ and κCIB) and δg, also in units of the
statistical error. We observe that within the angular scales we
consider the ratios are < 1 for all redshift bins for all systematic
maps (the faded points are removed from the analysis due to the
imposed scale cuts). Since the tSZ template is generated only
using REDMAPPER clusters up to z ¼ 0.6, the correlations for the
higher two redshift bins have been ignored (see [44]). Note the
different scales used for κtSZ and κCIB.
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are expected, and therefore Eq. (23) is not expected to equal
0. Therefore, for these systematic effects, we directly
measure the correlations wδgκtSZðθÞ and wδgκCIBðθÞ to quan-
tify the bias. As described in more detail in [44], we
estimate κtSZ by passing a template tSZ map through the
lensing pipeline of [15]; similarly, κCIB is estimated by
passing a 545 GHz CIB map [65] though the [15] lensing
pipeline.
We first focus on those systematics that are uncorrelated
with the true density. We show in the top half of Fig. 2 the
ratio between wκCMBSðθÞwδgSðθÞ=wSSðθÞ measured for dust
extinction and stellar contamination and the uncertainty on
the measured galaxy density-CMB lensing correlation and
verify that this ratio is significantly smaller than 1 and
consistent with 0 across all angular scales. We can see that
the impact on the measurements is generally small com-
pared with the statistical error bars, so that we can conclude
there is no evidence for any of these contaminants making a
significant impact on our results.
We then consider the correlated sources of systematics:
tSZ and CIB, and we show their contributions to Eq. (23) in
the bottom half of Fig. 2. Here we indeed see nonzero
residuals coming from tSZ but most of this bias is removed
by applying our default scale cuts, and the remaining bias is
within 0.35σ, where σ is the statistical uncertainty.
We note that [54] investigated the impact of several
observational systematics in addition to dust extinction and
stellar density that could introduce spurious fluctuations in
REDMAGIC galaxy number density on large scales. Using a
set of 20 survey property maps,7 in addition to stellar
contamination and galactic extinction, they studied the
dependence of number density as a function of these
observational properties. The results of these tests indicated
that REDMAGIC galaxies were not largely impacted by
these systematics. Furthermore, as mentioned above, since
we do not expect the DES-specific survey systematics
(exposure time, sky brightness, air mass, seeing, survey
depth variations) to correlate with κCMB, we do not expect
these to bias wδgκCMBðθÞ.
B. Photo-z systematics
Unlike biases in the galaxy density or CMB lensing
maps, we explicitly model biases in the estimated redshift
distributions of the galaxies as described in Sec. II.
The [42] analysis constrained biases in the inferred
redshift distributions of the REDMAGIC galaxies using
angular cross-correlations with spectroscopic data from
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (DR8), particularly Baryon
Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey luminous red galaxies.
This analysis is presented in [61]. These resultant priors on
the photo-z bias parameters Δiz;g for the five redshift bins
are listed in Table II. We let these values vary when
calculating the growth amplitude and cosmological param-
eter constraints in Secs. VI B 2 and VI C.
VI. RESULTS
We show in Fig. 3 the measured autocorrelation func-
tions of the REDMAGIC galaxy sample and its cross-
correlation with the SPTþ Planck CMB lensing map.
The small-scale data points shown with faded symbols
are the scales removed by the scale cuts as discussed in
Sec. IV B. The theoretical predictions assuming the fiducial
cosmology listed in Table II are shown as the black lines. In
the following sections we extract cosmological information
using these measurements.
We note that we made few modifications in Secs. VI A
and VI B after we unblinded the data. We first added
constraints on the galaxy bias from wδgκCMBðθÞ alone with
the cosmology fixed to Planck best-fit values (instead of
DES-Y1). The motivation for this was to allow us to
directly compare the constraints on galaxy bias when
varying over the cosmological parameters, but combining
with the Planck baseline likelihood. Accordingly, we also
changed the assumed cosmology when computing the best-
fit biases from wδgδgðθÞ þ wδgκCMBðθÞ. Additionally, we
recomputed the galaxy biases inferred from galaxy cluster-
ing and galaxy-galaxy lensing using the same data vectors
but combined with Planck baseline likelihood.
A. Galaxy bias and lensing amplitude
We first fix the cosmological parameters to the fiducial
values and vary the galaxy bias and lens photo-z error
parameters simultaneously, imposing the priors shown in
Table II. We focus on constraining galaxy bias, assuming a
fixed lensing amplitude ofAκ ¼ 1.Whenusing bothwδgδgðθÞ
and wδgκCMBðθÞ, we obtain b1 ¼ 1.47þ0.08−0.08 , b2 ¼ 1.67þ0.06−0.04 ,
b3¼1.68þ0.04−0.04 , b4¼2.03þ0.04−0.05 , and b5 ¼ 2.14þ0.05−0.08 , with χ2 ¼
107.3 for 82 data points. The high value of χ2 is primarily
driven by the galaxy clustering measurements (see [54]).
When we additionally treat the CMB lensing amplitude
Aκ as a free parameter, we obtain b1 ¼ 1.46þ0.09−0.07 , b2 ¼
1.68þ0.06−0.05 , b
3¼1.68þ0.04−0.04 , b4¼2.02þ0.05−0.04 , and b5 ¼
2.12þ0.08−0.06 . The recovered posterior on the lensing amplitude
is Aκ ¼ 1.00þ0.16−0.09 , with a total χ2 ¼ 107.2. The similarity
between the constraints on the galaxy bias values that we
obtainwithAκ fixed to 1 and free suggests that thegalaxy bias
constraints in this analysis are dominated by wδgδgðθÞ. These
results are summarized in Table III.
Next, we consider constraints on galaxy bias from
wδgκCMBðθÞ alone. We reject the hypothesis of no lensing
with a significance8 of 19.9σ when no scale cuts are
7These were exposure time, sky brightness, air mass, seeing
and survey 10σ depth, in four different broad bands.
8The significance is calculated using
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
χ2null
p
, where χ2null is the
value of χ2 computed under the null model, i.e., with galaxy bias
b ¼ 0.
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imposed and 9.9σ after imposing scale cuts. The constraints
on galaxy bias from this analysis are summarized in
Table IV. Not surprisingly, the constraints on galaxy bias
from wδgκCMBðθÞ alone are significantly weaker than in the
case when the measurements are combined with wδgδgðθÞ.
Similar constraints on galaxy biases are obtained when
FIG. 3. Measured auto- and cross-correlation functions between the REDMAGIC galaxy sample described in Sec. III A and CMB
lensing from [15]. The faint angular bins have been excluded from the fits, consistently with [54] and with [44]. The theory modeling
shown uses the mean bias and cross-correlations amplitudes found in Sec. VI and Table III, assuming the fiducial cosmology listed in
Table II. The error bars shown are the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Cii
p
, and therefore, the correlations between the bins
are ignored. In contrast, the best-fit amplitudes are calculated including the off-diagonal elements and therefore the best-fit lines and data
points may not match visually in certain bins.
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cosmological parameters are varied, but cosmological
priors from Planck baseline likelihood are imposed (right
column of Table IV).
The bias constraints from wδgκCMBðθÞ, as well as those
from the DES-Y1 galaxy clustering [54] and galaxy-
galaxy lensing analyses [66] when combined with Planck
baseline likelihood, are shown in Fig. 4. We find that
considerably tighter constraints can be obtained from
wδgδgðθÞ relative to wδgγtðθÞ and wδgκCMBðθÞ. The con-
straining power of wδgκCMBðθÞ relative to wδgγtðθÞ increases
with higher redshift galaxy samples. This is because the
number of available background galaxies decreases as we
increase the redshift of the lens galaxy sample. In
contrast, the signal improves for wδgκCMBðθÞ due to the
better overlap with the CMB lensing kernel as shown
in Fig. 1.
B. Growth constraints
Next, we study the broader cosmological implications of
our measurement: we first assume cosmology to be fixed at
high redshift, e.g., by the Planck CMB observations, and
test whether the linear growth function inferred from our
measurement at low redshift is consistent with the baseline
ΛCDM model predictions. We test this using the two
methods described in Sec. IV D 2.
1. The DG estimator
We first measure the linear growth function DðzÞ
using the DG estimator. We compute DG for all five
tomographic bins, applying the conservative angular scale
cuts listed in Sec. IV B and additionally removing scales
above 1000 (see Sec. IV D 2 for details). The results are
shown in Fig. 5. In addition, we also calculate the best-fit
amplitude AD by combining all the bins, from which we
obtain AD ¼ 1.16þ0.20−0.20 , which agrees with the fiducial
ΛCDM expectation of AD ¼ 1.
In comparing the result presented here (using 1289 deg2)
with that of G16 that used DES-SV data covering 140 deg2,
we see that we obtain similar constraining power. This is
due to
(1) the conservative scale cuts imposed in this study to
minimize wδgκtSZðθÞ bias,
(2) the lower number density of REDMAGIC than the
galaxy sample used by G16, in exchange for better
photo-z errors, and
TABLE III. Summary of the constraints on the galaxy bias
parameters using wδgδgðθÞ þ wδgκCMBðθÞ and assuming Planck
best-fit ΛCDM cosmology. We consider two cases: fixing the
lensing amplitude to 1 (left) and setting Aκ free (right). We obtain
χ2 of 107.3 and 107.2, respectively, for 82 data points. Since most
of the constraining power is coming from wδgδgðθÞ, we find
similar values for the galaxy biases for the two cases. The
difference between the values reported here and in [54] is due to
the cosmology assumed.
Sample Bias (Aκ ¼ 1) Bias (Aκ ≠ 1)
0.15 < z < 0.30 1.47þ0.08−0.08 1.46
þ0.09
−0.07
0.30 < z < 0.45 1.67þ0.06−0.04 1.68
þ0.06
−0.05
0.45 < z < 0.60 1.68þ0.04−0.04 1.68
þ0.04
−0.04
0.60 < z < 0.75 2.03þ0.04−0.05 2.02
þ0.05
−0.04
0.75 < z < 0.90 2.14þ0.05−0.08 2.12
þ0.08
−0.06
Aκ ¼ 1.00þ0.16−0.09
TABLE IV. Summary of the constraints on the galaxy bias
parameters from wδgκCMBðθÞ only with fixed cosmology and in
combination with the Planck baseline likelihood. In both cases
photo-z biases are varied over with the priors from [42]. The χ2
that we obtain are 27.6 and 26.1 for 27 data points.
Sample Fixed þPlanck baseline
0.15 < z < 0.30 1.54þ0.44−0.38 1.47
þ0.51
−0.38
0.30 < z < 0.45 1.45þ0.33−0.42 1.30
þ0.46
−0.32
0.45 < z < 0.60 1.10þ0.36−0.21 1.06
þ0.34
−0.20
0.60 < z < 0.75 2.69þ0.23−0.28 2.78
þ0.17
−0.35
0.75 < z < 0.90 2.17þ0.45−0.42 2.31
þ0.35
−0.52
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FIG. 4. Galaxy bias estimation of REDMAGIC galaxies from
different probes, as a function of redshift when combined with
Planck baseline likelihood. The results from wδgκCMBðθÞ assuming
Aκ ¼ 1 are shown in red. Additionally plotted are the measure-
ments from galaxy clustering [54] (gray triangles) and galaxy-
galaxy lensing [66] (gray squares).
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(3) the lower temperature lmax used (lmax ¼ 3000)
in the lensing reconstruction process in [15] to
avoid contamination by astrophysical foregrounds
(whereas the SPT lensing map used in the G16
analysis had lmax ¼ 4000).
Therefore, we have exchanged signal-to-noise ratio with
increased robustness of the measurement.
We have tested that the general scale cuts used by [44]
are also appropriate for the DG estimator. We have
confirmed this by running the estimator on contaminated
theory data vectors, for which we found that the bias on the
recovered growth is always < 0.5σ if the standard scale
cuts of Sec. IV B are used. This is not the case for less
conservative cuts, which we therefore discard: for example,
using the full range of scales down to 20 biasesDG at the 2σ
level. The bias at small angular scales is mainly driven by
the tSZ contamination in the CMB lensing map, as
discussed in [44].
2. Joint growth fit results
Here we keep the cosmological parameters fixed to the
fiducial model but marginalize over the five independent
linear galaxy bias parameters (one for each redshift bin), the
photo-z uncertainties and the linear growth parameter
AD using the priors presented in Table II. We measure
the linear galaxy bias to be b1 ¼ 1.45þ0.30−0.15 , b2 ¼ 1.73þ0.26−0.22 ,
b3 ¼ 1.80þ0.17−0.29 , b4 ¼ 2.04þ0.35−0.21 , and b5 ¼ 2.15þ0.36−0.24 and
find a constraint of AD ¼ 0.92þ0.15−0.10 for the amplitude of
the growth function. These measurements of the bias are
in agreement with the results shown in Table III. The
recovered growth function agrees with the fiducial ΛCDM
expectation, as the measurement of AD is consistent with
1.0. We observe that the errors on the galaxy bias are larger
compared to a direct best-fit estimation presented in
Sec. VI A. This is due to the fact that the bias and AD
parameters are correlated. In turn, the fact that the joint-fit
method gets a different value of AD with respect to the DG
method is because it explicitly takes into account the
correlations between bias and growth.
C. Cosmological parameter estimation
In this section, we present the full cosmological
analysis using the wδgδgðθÞ þ wδgκCMBðθÞ data vectors and
marginalizing over all the cosmological parameters and
nuisance parameters (galaxy bias and photo-z bias, but we
fix AD ¼ Aκ ¼ 1).
The priors used in this analysis are summarized in
Table II and are the same as used in [42] to maintain
consistency between the analyses.
In Fig. 6 we show the constraints obtained on matter
density Ωm and S8 when all six cosmological parameters,
photo-z errors and linear galaxy biases for the five redshift
bins are marginalized over. This is then compared with the
constraints from the combination of wδgδgðθÞ þ wδgγtðθÞ as
presented in [42]. We observe that these two measurements
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D
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DG FIT : AD = 1.16 0.200.20
JOINT FIT : AD = 0.92 0.150.10
CDM THEORY : AD = 1
FIG. 5. Growth function estimates from the combination of
auto- and cross-correlation functions, at the fiducial cosmology.
The red points show the measured value of DG in each redshift
bin, with error bars representing the diagonal elements of the
covariance matrix described in Sec. IV D 2. The gray band
represents the 1σ confidence interval on the best-fit amplitude
AD, assuming the fiducial ΛCDM template shown in black
(solid), and the red shaded regions describe the 1σ uncertainties
from the joint-fit analysis described in Sec. VI B 2.
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FIG. 6. Constraints on Ωm and S8 from the measurements of
this paper and combinations of other two-point correlation
functions. We show the constraints from wδgδgðθÞ þ wδgκCMBðθÞ
(red), wδgδgðθÞ þ wδgγtðθÞ (gray) and 3 × 2 point (gold).
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slice through the parameter space slightly differently. Using
wδgδgðθÞ þ wδgκCMBðθÞ we obtain Ωm ¼ 0.276þ0.029−0.030 and
S8 ¼ 0.800þ0.090−0.094 , whereas the combination of wδgδgðθÞ þ
wδgγtðθÞ gives us Ωm ¼ 0.294þ0.047−0.029 and S8 ¼ 0.759þ0.037−0.031 .
These two results can also be compared with the constraints
from 3 × 2 point [the combination of wδgδgðθÞ þ wδgγtðθÞþ
ξþ=−ðθÞ] [42], which gives Ωm ¼ 0.267þ0.030−0.017 and
S8 ¼ 0.773þ0.026−0.020 . These results are highly consistent with
each other as shown in Fig. 6.
The measurement used in this analysis are combined
with the wγtκCMBðθÞ presented in [43] and the results from
[42] in [45], using the methodology outlined in [44].
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented measurements of the DES
REDMAGIC galaxy-CMB lensing cross-correlation as a
function of redshift. Our measurement rejects the hypoth-
esis of no lensing at 19.9σ9 significance prior to any scale
cuts and 9.9σ using the conservative scale cuts from [44].
The conservative scale cuts reduce the signal to noise of the
measurements in exchange for mitigation of systematic
biases.
We test for the impact of possible systematics in the
cross-correlations, considering contaminants to both the
DES galaxy and the CMB lensing maps. We find that, on
the scales we consider, all these contaminants have a small
impact on our measurements compared with the statistical
uncertainties. The largest effect comes from the tSZ
contribution to the CMB lensing maps, which becomes
large at smaller angular scales, and is the main limiting
factor dictating our scale cuts [44]. Improving the modeling
and subtraction of this contaminant will be the key to
extracting the full statistical power of the temperature-
based CMB lensing maps in the future.
In obtaining the galaxy bias parameters, we find that
galaxy-clustering measurements place significantly tighter
constraints than galaxy-galaxy lensing or galaxy-CMB
lensing correlations. However, the two cross-correlations
are nonetheless important in breaking degeneracies in
parameter space.
We use our measurements to infer cosmological infor-
mation in a number of ways. We first constrain the linear
growth function using theDG estimator introduced by G16,
finding a relative growth amplitude of AD ¼ 1.16þ0.20−0.20 . This
compiles measurements of growth in various tomographic
bins, accounting for their covariance. We then extend this
result and constrain the relative growth amplitude with a
joint-fit method, marginalizing over galaxy biases and
photo-z uncertainties and considering the full covariance
of the observables. In this case, we find AD ¼ 0.92þ0.15−0.10 .
Both of these results are consistent with the ΛCDM
predictions of AD ¼ 1.
Using these measurements, we finally run a full
MCMC analysis over the ΛCDM cosmological parameters
to also place marginalized constraints on the two param-
eters that are most directly related to the matter density
field: Ωm and S8 ≡ σ8
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ωm=0.3
p
. Using the combination of
wδgδgðθÞ and wδgκCMBðθÞ we obtain Ωm ¼ 0.276þ0.029−0.030 and
S8 ¼ 0.800þ0.090−0.094 . This can be compared with the results
obtained using galaxy clustering and galaxy-galaxy lensing
[i.e., wδgδgðθÞ þ wδgγtðθÞ], which gives Ωm ¼ 0.294þ0.047−0.029
and S8 ¼ 0.759þ0.037−0.031 . We find that the constraining power
is comparable despite the conservative scale cuts we have
applied in this analysis, and we expect to obtain better
signal in the future as we use galaxy samples at higher
redshifts due to the better overlap with the CMB lensing
kernel.
The constraining power of DES measurements of gal-
axy-CMB lensing correlations has the potential to improve
in future analyses. The DES-Y3 will cover the full
5000 deg2 of the DES footprint at approximately the same
depth as Y1. Since the extended area does not overlap with
the SPT footprint, we expect the gain in the signal to noise
to be small in terms of improvements in sky coverage.
However, our analysis choice in this study is conservative;
we have chosen the scale cuts to minimize the biases in
exchange for signal-to-noise ratio. To improve this meas-
urement further, it will be essential to (i) characterize the
bias to a higher accuracy, such that the signal loss is
minimized, or (ii) improve the reconstruction of the
CMB lensing map so that it is less prone to biases (see
e.g., [67] for a discussion of modifications to temperature-
based lensing reconstruction to minimize tSZ bias).
Furthermore, newer datasets from SPT (SPTpol and
SPT-3G [68]) have lower noise levels than SPT-SZ, and
therefore, lensing maps generated from these datasets will
have lower noise. Improvements along these lines will
allow us to maximally extract the signal from this cross-
correlation and to reach the best possible accuracy on
cosmology.
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APPENDIX: COVARIANCE MATRIX
VALIDATION
Here we compare the analytical covariance matrix devel-
oped in [46] (and extended to include κCMB in [44]) with the
data-based covariance obtained using the jackknife method.
From the data we compute the jackknife covariance as
Cjkij ¼
Njk − 1
Njk
XNjk
k
ðd⃗k − d¯Þiðd⃗k − d¯Þj; ðA1Þ
whereNjk is the number of jackknife patches used. Figure 7
shows the comparison between the jackknife and analytical
covariances. We obtain diagonal covariance elements that
are on average ∼17% higher than the analytical covariance
over the angular scales of interest. Based on the discussion
in [80,81], we consider that these are in sufficient agree-
ment given that the jackknife method is a noisy estimate of
the underlying covariance.
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